Exhibition LED Expo – it is the international show of modern LED products gathering leading companies from Ukraine and foreign countries.

Conference LED Progress – the main professional platform for experts to discuss actual tendencies of the LED market.

Dates: September, 14-16, 2016

Venue: KyivExpoPlaza (2-B Salutna str., Kyiv, Ukraine)

Support: Association of “Manufacturers of LED equipment” (Ukraine) Ministry of Regional Development and Construction of Ukraine American Chamber of Commerce European Business Association

LED Expo – it is the chance to study the Ukrainian market, its opportunities and requirements, to come into personal contacts with clients and experts. LED Expo – the target audience only: designers, architects, decision-makers and professionals of power, housing and communal services, management and representatives of shopping and entertainment centers and many others.

Exhibition themes
- LED Lighting
  - Indoor lighting
  - Outdoor lighting
  - Street lighting
  - Industrial lighting
  - Decorative lighting
- LED Bulbs
- LED Fluorescents
- LED Traffic Signalization
- LED Signs & Meters
- LED Displays
- LED Components
- LED Manufacturing Equipment
- LED Panels and Background Lighting
- Key-turn projects of LED production plant
- LED production plant construction investments

Visitors
- LED Companies, Distributors, Dealers
- Electric/ Electronic Companies
- Decorators
- Governmental Offices, Municipalities
- Highways, Airport, Transport Companies
- Banks, Factories, Industrial Zones
- Hotels, Restaurants, Cafes, Pubs, Museums, Theaters, Cinemas
- Business & Congress-Exhibition Centers, Shopping Malls
- Stadiums, Sport Complexes, Aqua Parks
- Relevant Institutions, Associations Designers, Architects, Experts of Lighting Engineering;
- Buyers and Distributors of Lighting Engineering;
- PR agencies;
- Investors.
We are proud of the high level of the previous conferences. According to professionals, LED Progress is the most important and significant LED conference of the Eastern Europe.

35 speakers from 8 countries.

The Curator and Moderator of the Conference is the widely-known Ukrainian academician, Mr. Victor Sorokin.

The Conference LED Progress 2015 brought together over 300 experts from Europe, the USA and other countries. The speakers of the conference represented such companies as:

- Seoul Semiconductor, Philips, Osram, Cree, LEDil, Vossloh-Schwabe, Rainbow Electronics, LED Effect, EKTA;
- the Institute of Semiconductor Physics of the National Academy of Science of Ukraine,
- the world-famous investments project in the sphere of energy saving technologies Nefco,
- the Kyiv Municipal State Administration and the Ministry of Regional Development and Construction of Ukraine.

The main sections of the Conference

- Practice of LED decisions
- Economy and investments
- Aspects of LED lighting equipment development
- New materials and elements of LED lighting equipment
- Standards. Regulations. Metrology

Within the framework of event Mr. Wen Wu - the technical specialist of company Mean Well (Taiwan) held a specialized seminar "Mean Well modern power supplies for LED illumination".
More than 60 companies from 7 countries – Ukraine, Finland, Holland, Germany, South Korea, USA, China – presented their products, innovations and developments in the field of LED technologies.

The total number of visitors made more than 6000 specialists from all the regions of Ukraine. Foreign visitors from Russia, Belarus, Finland, Slovenia, Germany and France came to see the exhibition.

35 reports of representatives of the leading world firms and Ukrainian experts were submitted at the LED Progress Conference.

### Exhibitors Profile
- Equipment and components: 25%
- Industrial LED Lighting: 15%
- Domestic and office LED lighting: 12%
- Information LED Solutions: 10%
- Light Design: 37%

### Visitors Profile
- Owner/director: 42%
- Engineer: 21%
- Head of Department: 19%
- Other specialist: 12%
- PR manager: 6%

---

### About Ukraine

- **Ukraine is a bridge from Asia to Europe**
- **Ukraine is the geographical center of Europe, borders on 7 countries**
- **Ukraine has six seaports and nine international airports. It has one of the most developed railway networks of Europe**
- **The problems of energy saving and energy efficiency are highlighted by the Ukrainian government**
- **Ukraine has high level of education and experts qualification in Ukraine 40 million potential consumers**
Vladimir Groysman  
Head of Ukrainian Parliament  

I am glad that in parallel with realization of the state initiatives in the sphere of energy saving the business and public circles of Ukraine become more active. A striking example of such activity is the LED EXPO exhibition presenting the latest LED solutions which take leading positions among energy saving methods. I am convinced that for the market participants this show will be a good example to follow in their work.

Pomaransky Sergey  
Schreder company (lighting equipment)  

The exhibition is a target. It has gathered enough participants to feel the market. One may observe the tendency in increasing the number of the Ukrainian manufacturers increase. The conference is very powerful and correct. We had three important reports and they were so interesting that their printing versions are now being sent directly from the office. We are advancing the right way.

Vadim Cherny  
SEA Company (LED distributor)  

We like the exhibition very much. In the first day many manufacturers came, it was thematic. We had a large-caliber visitor, the heads of the different directions of our company worked at the stand, and they even had no time to come off. The second day the representatives of assembly organizations of a smaller caliber came. In general the contingent was good, there were less casual people. We are sure to participate in the next exhibition. Also we liked to participate in conference.

Lyashenko Alexander  
Radiy (LED Manufacturer)  

I am engaged in exhibitions already more than 10 years. We had a lot of communications, many interested persons. Now it is time when everybody is interested in lighting. Also, I participated in conference, got acquainted with many experts with whom I will conduct further contacts.

Yury Masnev, CEO  
LED Effect (LED Manufacturer)  

Now the exhibition is vivacious as the interest grows to this subject. The organizers managed to gather a target audience, there were no unnecessary people. The organizers provided a good traffic of visitors. The LED Progress conference was very interesting. All the reports were informative. My report also was not advertizing. I imparted with my own experience.

Alexey Valentik  
VD Mais (Contract manufacturing)  

We help to the business to grow, providing both innovative solutions and access to modern technologies. Therefore, it is possible to look at an exhibition from various angles:  
1) it is a platform for meetings with already existing partners and we are interested in proliferation of participants since it will indicate the growth of the market on the whole;  
2) opportunity to come into new contacts.
Contacts

Main office (Kiev, Ukraine)
+38 067 620 70 14
www.ledexpo.com.ua

Representative in Germany
+49 0160 924 51 279
Led.germany.ukraine@gmail.com

Representative in China
Beijing Eastyida International Exhibition Co., Ltd.
Tel: +86-10-63458811-8606
Fax: +86-10-63451952
E-mail: sofia@eastyida.com
www.eastyida.com

Supported by

- Association “Manufacturers of LED Lighting technology”
- Ministry of Regional Development and Construction of Ukraine
- Kiev Organization of the National Union of Architects of Ukraine
- American Chamber of Commerce
- European Business Association